Abstract. The classic economic production quantity (EPQ) model has been widely used to determine the optimal production quantity. However, the analysis for finding an EPQ model has many weaknesses which lead many researchers and practitioners to make extensions in several aspects on the original EPQ model. The basic assumption of EPQ model is that 100% of manufactured products are non-defective that is not valid for many production processes generally.
Introduction
Basically, the questions of when and how much to order must be answered for an inventory control system. The economic production quantity (EPQ) model was firstly presented by Taft to assist manufacturing firms in minimizing total production inventory costs [1] . The EPQ model is still widely accepted by many industries today, due to many unrealistic assumptions regarding to the model input parameters, especially setup cost, holding cost and demand rates, some practitioners and researchers were discussed to modify the EPQ model to match real-life situations and published hundreds of papers and books under various conditions and assumptions such as production rates, shortages, backorders, imperfect items, inspection/with errors, learning effects, delay in payments and trade credit policies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In literature, we faced up with several studies of EPQ models by the way extended these variations and assumptions. Imperfect items are also placed in these variations. At this phase, previous studies of EPQ with imperfect quality items production are given below.
Rosenblatt and Lee [9] derived an EPQ model with imperfect production process since the system reached out-of control point by producing 100% good items with an exponential distribution. Their model is extended with the assumption of general randomness during the good item production process by Kim [2] model closely and discussed many of its assumptions, and in particular with shortages [5] . Pan et al. [14] integrated an EPQ model to minimise the total expected production cost per production cycle while simultaneously determining the optimal parameters of control chart design by using pattern search for an imperfect production process. Some of the other studies, EPQ model is presented with scrap rates, stochastic machine breakdowns, maintenance, inflation effects etc. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Other applications for EPQ models are derived under modern heuristics and artificial intelligence techniques, especially fuzzy logic. Chen et al. [20] derived a fuzzy EPQ model in which it involved the fuzzy opportunity cost, trapezoidal fuzzy costs and quantities with repairable defective items under crispness. Halim et al. [21] considered that the production process may shift from the in-control state to the out-of-control state at any random time for an imperfect production system by using fuzzy parameter of shift uncertainty with the centroid method. The similar papers of fuzzy EPQ are in remanufacturing [22] [33] . Whereas any EPQ model paper is not seen in literature by using grey system theory. The grey system theory was proposed in 1982 by Deng and its applications were widely used in several industrial areas under uncertainty and cybernetics of system approaches [34] . In this study, we expanded Eroglu et al. [35] model with greyness of demand rate and cost values and supported with a numerical example of wooden particleboard industry.
Grey System Theory
In the past century, tools of mathematics and statistics are also rapidly developed in order to solve many daily routine and complex problems in daily life and industry. Especially, after from 1950s the meta-heuristics and also algorithmic optimization techniques were became a quite tool for solving the n-dimensional problems as NPHard with development of computing concurrently. Then, we had been mentioned about linguistically information about many systems for modelling process of real life problems. The fuzzy set theory was introdured to us by Zadeh [36] . The most difficult part of doing a research was to analyse and classification of system data. The existence of information was important to have a first order under uncertainty. The information of a system is partly known and partly unknown is called as a grey system which was first introduced at the beginning of 1980s by Deng [34] . Since then, it has become a very popular technique with its applications on the partially unknown parameters, variables etc. According to Tseng [37] , grey system theory is an interdisciplinary scientific research area that is a unique concept to deal with uncertainty with discrete data. One of the advantages of the technique is that it requires only a limited amount data with poor information for estimating the behaviour of the system for statistical techniques [38] . So, it can be said that it is an effective method on many real life systems. A general structure of a grey system is shown in Figure1. ... ...
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Grey Box Modeling In this paper, we apply basic definitions in grey theory. One of them is the black-grey-white box modelling system. A black box system is the relation between inputs and outputs which known but the behaviour of the system is unknown. If the system behaviour is completely known, the system is also called a white box system. In addition, if the system behaviour is partially known and/or partially unknown the system would be called a grey (box) system [39] . Yamaguchi et al. [40] presented that the grey system theory is an extension of fuzzy set theory or rough set theory. Such as, if the grey mathematics and fuzzy mathematics are compared, the grey number is an extension of the fuzzy number, because a lower and an upper membership functions are clearly added to the fuzzy membership function (mf). The second one is grey system theory deals with interval grey algebraic, whereas fuzzy mf is a set of real numbers and most of information system in rough set theory includes nominal data. During the last three decades, the grey system theory has been widely and successfully applied to various systems such as social, economic and technical systems. Thus the many researchers have been developed new models of scientific and technological, industrial, mechanical, robotics, mechatronics, transportation, financial, military and, also natural events as meteorological, agricultural, ecological, hydrological, geological, bio-medical, etc. systems on transforming of cybernetics. In the following, this research briefly reviews some essential definitions of grey theory with Figure 2 [39] :
Interval grey number Figure 2 . Definition of grey numbers with an interval grey number [40] Definition 1. A grey number is such a number whose exact value is unknown but a range within that the value lies is known.
Definition 2.
A grey number with both a lower limit a and an upper limit a is named as an interval grey number, denoted as
[ , ] a a  . In this study, the interval grey numbers are used for making greyness of demand rate and inventory cost parameters to find maximum backorder level allowed with good quality items in units and economic production quantity.
Whitenization of Grey Numbers
The grey numbers are generally vibrated around a certain fixed value in applications. So, the grey numbers can be whitenized relatively easy and denoted ( ) In Figure 3a , In general when the distribution information of an interval grey number is hardly known, we often use the equal weight mean whitenization [39] . But, we considered that ( )
coefficient is assumed adaptively and a framework is developed for the proposed grey EPQ model on Matlab ® environment.
Degree of Greyness
Definition 6. A degree of greyness g  is obtained from the typical whitenization weight Figure 3a and given as follows [41] :
The equation (3) is the sum of two parts, the first one is the peak area and the second one is ( ) L x and ( ) R x functions,
Greyness of Notations and Terminology
In this paper, we assumed that a good quality item and an imperfect quality item which is divided into low quality items, rework items and scrap items in imperfect production. The following notations are used in the proposed analysis: At this point, we preferred to use interval grey numbers given above for demand rate and inventory costs for exact values of them, only we have minimum (lower limit) and maximum (upper limit) values as a range. In addition, we didn't have any information sufficiently and the data haven't been classified with a statistical distribution in all grey parameters of the notations.
The Proposed Grey EPQ Model

Mathematical model
The imperfect items in a production process are generated due to process failures or other factors [12] . This paper studies the effect of the greyness on the backordering and reworking on an imperfect production model. Here, the production rate x is constant, and is much larger than the grey demand rate ( )   . The inspection cost per item is involved when all items are screened in the production cost.
A portion p g of good quality items is produced and then all of the imperfect items are not reworked and also are classified as low quality, rework-able and scrap items in a portion 1-p g of perfect quality items. Thus, low quality items are sold with a discount price at a rate of p 1 and scrapes must be discarded with a disposal cost per item at a rate of p 3 before the rework process starts. When the good production ends, the reworking of imperfect items starts immediately at a rate of p 2 . In addition, the maximum backorder level is allowed with good quality items in units for each cycle. The behaviours of the inventory levels are illustrated in Figure 4 .
A new grey-based EPQ model is proposed for the cycles, shown in Figure 4 , which have included an interval grey numbers in a range and is shown in equation-1 for cycle T 1 .
In the cycle of T 1 , if the demand rate is in upper limit, the maximum backorder level allowed with good quality items (B) has a slope steeper than lower limit. So, the cycle time will be reached with shorter ( 1_U T ). On the other hand, if it is in lower limit, the B has a slope lower than upper limit. So, the cycle time will be reached with longer ( 1_L T ). T1_U  T2_U   T2_L  T1_L   T3_U  T4_U  T5_U   T3_L  T4_L  T5_L   T1_U  T2_U   T2_L  T1_L   T3_U  T4_U  T5_U   T3_L  T4_L  T5_L   T   P 
We obtained hold on stock from good quality items when the production process starts as
In addition, it is apparent from Fig. 1 that the following equations can be written;
From Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) 1 H is obtained as;
From Eq. (11), Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) H is obtained as;
Thus, total cost (TC) equation is obtained as follows;
The cycle time T is given as;
The total inventory costs per unit time (TCU) is obtained as; 
where,
Consequently, for finding the maximum backorder level allowed with good quality items B* and optimal production quantity level Q* in units for cycle T, Eq. (18) 
TCU function is convex, a proof is given in Appendix. According to appendix, only one Q* and one B* is exist for minimizing of TCU function. But, when we considered about grey TCU, different solutions exist from any
whitenization coefficient for grey demand and costs.
Conditions for grey EPQ model
In cycle T 2 , to eliminate of backorders, good quality item production size must be larger than demand quantity. This situation is shown in Eq. (1 ( )) ( ) ( )
Eq. (23) and Eq. (24) must be provided for proposed grey based EPQ model.
Experimental Study
A numerical example is selected from the paper by Eroglu et al. (2008) in accordance with today's demands and cost values. Accordingly, a chipboard manufacturing system which is bared and covered on 18 mm nominal size with thick melamine chipboards manufactures and analyzed for determining optimal production quantity in wooden industry.
The thickness size has a normal distribution with N(18,0.32) Figure 5 shows the visualisation of results with surfaces graphically. We generally point out that when the value of grey coefficient ( ) k  increases, individually, the optimal total cost per unit time also decreases. In addition, the Table 2 and Figure 5b show that economic production quantity (Q*) and total cost per unit time (TCU*) α(k) value is between 1.00-0.40, TCU* and Q* are also decreased but after α(k) value is 0.40, as TCU* value continues by decreasing, Q* value starts with increase.
Conclusions
The classical EPQ model is not valid sufficiently when ordered lots have some imperfect items. Therefore, new models are required for more realistic solutions with eliminating of some assumptions of EPQ in real-life problems. In this paper, a grey EPQ model is developed when each ordered lot contains some imperfect items, shortages backordered and reworked under grey demands and inventory costs by using interval grey numbers. This model assumed that defective rate is uniformly distributed and imperfect items are classified as reworks, scraps and lower quality. Lower quality items are sold on a discounted selling price as a single lot. A numerical example is provided for the proposed grey EPQ model and its effects of individual changes in defective and scrap rates on optimal solution have been studied on a wooden chipboard manufacturing from greyness by Eroglu et al. (2008) model. One notices that, when grey coefficient ( ) k  increases individually, the optimal total cost per unit time also decreases. So, we have a major advantage by using grey system approach. This, when we don't know an exact value of demand rate and costs (setup, production, holding, repair, disposal, shortage etc.), only if we will define an interval values (lower and upper limit as range) for them, the grey system theory is presented a wide area to evaluate the EPQ model for inventory and backorder levels to monitor the process under an imperfect production environment in this paper. The grey system theory also suggests that we could express an uncertainty range of parameters and decision variables. About the further research we are considering to eliminate the other assumptions and discuss learning curves, inflation effects, reliability, stochastic breakdowns, re-manufacturing and also inspection errors etc. by using approaches of grey system theory.
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